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The youngest of four, Abigail was born in the
UK to artist parents. With the backdrop of
rugged Dartmoor and a home full of creativity,
art came naturally and she grew up drawing,
spending thousands of hours mastering realism.

As a young adult, she abandoned drawing
completely while she and her husband travelled
together. They lived in New Zealand for several
years before venturing to the East Coast of
Canada where they settled and raised three
children.

One day about 15 years later, she picked up a
piece of charcoal from the embers of a fire and
started to draw again, instantly reigniting her
passion for art. Charcoal was a medium she
had never worked with and she had never
drawn an animal, but they both took her hand
and led her into the wilderness...
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All images contained within this catalogue have
been created and hand drawn by Abigail
herself.

She painstakingly selects animals based on
lighting, mood, textures, atmosphere and most
of all their character.

She exclusively uses charcoal throughout.
Some of her first images where drawn simply
using the leftovers from her fireplace.

The images have now been professionally
scanned and edited to create a digital version of
this fabulous series. The majority of the images
are available for print, unedited and still in their
original raw state.

Enjoy your journey through the wilderness...
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Cleo
It’s hard to find a more
majestic creature.
The Queen of beasts. A
solitary and silent hunter,
she possesses the art of
regal beauty in motion,
fully present in every
movement.

Cleo was captivating to
draw. I don’t usually
tackle stripes but what I
loved about drawing her
coat was the graphic
impact it makes. Her
beautiful white whiskers
bring drama to an already
intriguing story.
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02 Gabriel
The intuition of a wolf leads him into territories hidden from us. How little we know about
these elusive beauties and yet so many of us identify with them. From lonely wonderers to
leaders of the pack, they emanate the quiet strength that resonates in many souls.

Gabriel was one of my first pieces and my very first Wolf. I positioned him right in the middle
with eyes steady and unwavering but with a gentleness in his rugged face.
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03 Wilfred
Grounding force and strength,
He stands against adversity
and fiercely protects his own.
Yet there is a humorous
delight that draws us in. How
can a creature so
dangerously formidable evoke
an affection from us?
This is what makes the bear a
friend we probably don’t ever
want to meet.

Wilfred was a real lesson is
suggesting his presence
without revealing too much. I
held back until I was left with
what was meant to be. The
Bear decides how close he
will come to showing himself.



04Rupert
Emerging from the
shadows as if awoken from
a long sleep, he appears
for a moment but will soon
be gone. Solitude is his
companion.

Rupert cemented my
absolute love of drawing
bears. He was a complete
delight to draw and he told
his story for me. He told
just enough, but not
enough to really
understand.
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05 Darcy
The ‘Night Eagle’ misses nothing, a symbol of wisdom. Those
enormous golden honey orbs command every moving thing to be
subjected to his watchful eyes.

Darcy was one my first forays into capturing owls on a large scale.
His eyes alone were a pleasure to draw, so much light reflected
within his huge liquid pools.

With wispy brows blown this way and that it’s hard not to form an
endearing connection with these Eagle Owls.
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06Lewis
A bundle of beautiful
feathers, ingeniously
camouflaged against a
backdrop of
wilderness. Waiting
patiently for night fall
and the new moon to
rise, he is the
watchman of the
forest.

Lewis was a feather
marathon but what a
delight capturing the
light dancing on his
stunning coat. Owl
eyes are always a
pleasure to draw and
never more than with
Lewis.
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07 Florence
A look of innocence that can only come from the young. New
eyes looking out into a brand new world full of wonder and
intrigue. A fleeting moment in time captured here forever.

Florence was all about conveying child-like wonder. A young calf
telling her own little story through big eyes. Every white reflection
mattered when trying to capture the goodness of this gentle soul.



08 Lola
An attitude of sheer contentment emanates from the bat... just hanging around patiently waiting for the madness of
nightfall.

Lola was my very first bat and she ushered in a ‘bat mad’ phase I couldn't stop.
The challenge was presenting her in a friendly way. So often associated with sinister things, I felt it was time to give bats
a better reputation. These beautiful beings are just stunning in their own unique way and deserve to be known for it.
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The Bull and Bear are long-standing symbols of optimism and pessimism in the financial world.
The objective was clear... these two had to be equally powerful in their prowess and
countenance, leaving the observer questioning on which they would place a bet to win.
This marked my first attempt to place two animals in profile instead of head-on and backlit
instead of spotlighted. Each task was a challenge but the breakthrough moment of mastering
backlighting was worth all the hours invested.
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10 Arthur
The gentle buffalo is a
symbol of abundance.
They are magnificent yet
peaceful beings who
enrich their environment
and give back to the
land. Wearing a thick
ebony coat they walk into
the elements of the
wilderness with quiet
strength.

Arthur the peaceful beast
had to present the calm
spirit that naturally
emanates from this
ancient animal. Capturing
that spirit through loving
eyes a soft curly mane
and a gentle light took
time. There was a
richness to the hours
spent with the soul.
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Windswept and roaming
where he will... crossing
roads and valleys, calmly
chewing the cud and
occasionally glimpsing a
view when a breeze allows
him to see past his thick
mane. He’s the dude of the
Highlands …and he knows
it.

Freddy might look
straightforward but
capturing his character
without eyes on offer was
very difficult. With nothing
more than a mop of hair and
a friendly nose to work with,
every ray of light mattered
and every strand of hair had
to be carefully pondered.
After all, this is a Highland
dude who has a reputation.
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The look of
intelligent life that
reads in these eyes.
A being that
understands deep
bonds and nurturing
life. A Mother's love
that protects without
words.

Coco was pure
magic... so much
complexity in her
face. Fine hairs and
fine lines yet a bold
face with gentle
eyes.
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13 Sigi
Peering out from the protection of Mother into a new world and the long
journey ahead. But for now safe and nurtured.

Sigi was about mastering skin. Most creatures have a covering of hair but
this one had to be both young and crinkly, with fine lines mapping her
ears, finding the shadows softly. It made for a gentle drawing experience.
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14 William
Emerging from the shadows
this beautiful species holds
everything together with
strength and quiet confidence.
A resting place for birds, an
anchor to the Earth.

I have a soft spot for William...
the folds in the ear, the curve in
the horn. Fine hair, bone, and
skin all together in one place
on this magnificent beast. He
can be fierce but instead, here
he is, gentle.
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15Eugene
The mountain sheep with its
curly coat and horns wanders
the hills and rocky outcrops,
grazing endlessly in search of
the grassy knoll of sheep
dreams.

Eugene was like falling into a
world of curves both soft and
hard, on bone and hair.
Exquisite shapes form to
create this very simple and
straightforward creature.
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The queen of the
forest. Gentle and
stealthy, moving
with elegance. She
is shy yet her
presence feels
powerful in the
most humble way.

Liss has beauty in
every sense, the
curves of her
antlers, the
knowing look in her
eye. She pops up
from the shadows
for a fleeting
moment just long
enough for me to
capture her gaze
and as swiftly as
she came, she is
gone.
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With eyes so deep
and wholesome,
yet inquisitive in the
most retiring way
as if to say ‘I want
to be near you but I
can’t say why’?

Boo had to be the
cow of all cows,
with her tufts of
curly hair and
expression of
gentle intrigue, she
is a reminder that
even a farm animal
has a wild kind of
beauty.
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18 Molly
Turning back for one
more glance, this
majestic being is
asking with her eyes:
‘Is it safe to come
closer’?
So strong, so
powerful, but she
doesn’t misuse it.
She has dignity and
finesse.

Molly like most
horses posed her
own challenges.
Each muscle under
her fine hair had to
be perfectly depicted.
There is no animal
more muscular. I’ve
decided capturing
musculature is one
the hardest things to
do.
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19Harriet
With graceful strength
emanating from her eyes,
she emerges for a moment
to allow us a fleeting glance
into her world.

Harriet was captured in the
most delicate light. A black
horse wrapped in darkness
with nothing more than light
on her fine hair to define
her.
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20 Ernest
With a sleek coat and
bushy tail, he trots
through fields at dusk,
sniffing the air for a scent.
Shy yet playful, he
delights those who catch
a glimpse of him in the
wild.

Ernest posed a challenge.
Trying to capture the
personality of a fox
without colour. So much
of what makes a fox so
breathtaking is his vibrant
coat, but their character
comes through in subtle
ways. Drawing on those
traits ensures a fox is still
a fox even without colour.
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21Jonah
A relentless fighter when
faced with a challenge.
He cannot be tamed or
subdued. His primal
instinct is to rule and he
does so with pride.

Jonah was a joy from
start to finish. So much to
say in his eyes, his
character is arresting and
calming at the same time.
Is there any other beast
that holds his position
with such confidence?
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Windswept yet calm,
spirited yet peaceful.
Neck turning to take
it all in. Moving so
quietly for a beast so
large, leaving no trace
but crescent prints
trailing behind her on
the ground.

Freya had to have a
look of silent joy as if
she was seeing the
stars for the first time
and a sense of gentle
movement. Those
defining muscles
were a challenge but
for her it was worth
the effort.
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Gracefully standing
with the moonlight
eclipsing her silhouette.
Peaceful eyes with a
soulful gaze.

Silvan was another
backlit challenge which
meant every delicate
hair mattered and every
bit of light reflecting in
her eyes needed to say
something about her
mood. Peaceful, soulful
and quietly strong.
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